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FILM REVIEW: 'Lee Daniels'The Butler'
gives history a personal perspective
In m3r scriptwriting ff*urs* I ofterr talk t* the
shldents abcut the irnp*rtanee cf contsxt. Context
is the spacs in w'hich r,ve place things, be they
tangible *r intangible* In cinf,ma the impartance clf
context cannot be stateil enough, which is wtry I
often remind students of its relevancs, The hist*ry
of thc civil riglrts rnsvement in this country has
been pcrtrayed many tiffies in f;lm, hut perhaps
nevcr as powerfulny as "L*e llaniels' The Butler."
The context in whicir the story is told is cne that
should resonate witte most audie$ces regardiess *f
race or creed. The film is a gripping family drama that highlights the best and worst of the civil
rights movement in the 20th century.

After being raised on a cotton plantation in the 7920s, Cecil Gaines (Forest Whitaker, "The Last
King of Scotland") puts his skills to work as a house servant for the wealthy and eventually works
his way to the White House as a butler. During the next 34 years, Gaines watches the civil rights
movement unfold through the political lens of the White House and struggles to keep his family
together while his two sons go down very different paths.
"Lee Daniels' The Butler" weaves complicated themes brilliantly and beautifully throughout the
narrative. From an engrossing opening sequence that reveals Gaines' motivation for the entire film
to confronting the worst moments during the country's civil rights movement, the film grabs hold
of you emotionally from the start and doesn't let go for the next two hours.
The context in which the civil rights movement tears an African-American family apart for years
is heartbreaking. After surviving his youth in the Jim Crow-era south, Gaines does everything in
his power to provide a safe environment for his wife and two sons. Having $own up in the age of
activism, his eldest son Louis (David Oyelowo, "Lincoln") ignores his father's warnings and
becomes a key figure in the civil rights movement. Though both men struggle for the same
respect, the personal conflict drives a wedge between the two men for decades. Neither man is
right or wrong, as the entire atmosphere of a country divided serves as a key antagonist to both
men.
Forest Whitaker's performance of Cecil Gaines may be the frnest of his career. He displays great
range in a film that documents most of Gaines' adult life and reveals a complicated subtext
throughout the narrative. Oprah Winfrey surprisingly holds her own as Gaines' wife Gloria. Cuba
Gooding Jr. and Lenny Kravitzalso shine as Gaines' co-workers at the White House. A handful of
veteran actors porfrayed the eight presidents throughout Gaines' tenure, including Robin Williams
as Eisenhower, John Cusack as Nixon and Alan Rickman as Reagan. Though sometimes difficult
to see such well-known actors as historical figures, the film achieves enough verisimilitude to not
detract from the narrative.
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Daniels' The Butler" is based on a true story, but as always it should be taken with a grain of
salt. Several facts andevents from the life of the real life butler Eugene Allen have been
dramatizedfor Hollywood's sake. Nonetheless, the movie takes an unabashed look at pivotal
moments in the history of the United States, from the civil rights movement to Vietnam and
finally the election of President Barack Obama. Given the context of the Gaines family strife and
the theme of racial tnequality, the fitm is as emoti onal and engaging as it is powerfirl. It is without
question my choice thus far for best film of the year.
ool,ee

Travis Yates
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REVIEW: oWelcome to Nollywoodo illustrates
cinema reflecting culture
What wsutrd you sey if I asked which cauntry is
currenttry the second largest film pr*ducer in the
w*rld after India? Prcbably the {i.S. Maybe
China? How about...Nig*ria. That's right,
according ta a 20$9 u.F{. study Nigeria has
surpessed the u.S. to becorne the sscond ranking
country in terms of number of movies produced
each y*ear, Kncwn as l'lcllyw'ood, the bocming filrsr
market defies the cdds by thriving despite a posr
econsrny and being virtually unknowTr outside af
Africa. Filmmaker Jamie Meltzer's documentary "Welcome to Nollywood" sheds some light on
the success of Nigerian filmmakers and actors in the face of nearly insurmountable adversity.

To understand Nollywood, you must first understand the films themselves. These are not the
Hollywood blockbusters we are familiar with here in the states. In fact, if Nollywood films had a
place in U.S. Cinema, they likely would land in the now defunct B-film series on the USA
television network, "Up All Night." Many of Nollywood's films make Roger Corman's movies
look like Academy Award material (with all due respect to Roger Corman).
Recent advances in digital video technology at the turn of the century created a fertile base for the
burgeoning straight-to-video market in Nigeria. Digital video and post-production equipment is
cheap. Movies are shot on location rather than in a studio. Films are produced in a matter of days
rather than months. After a quick turnaround they are distributed throughout Lagos and other
Nigerian cities.

But affordable filmmaking is only half the story. Why have these low-budget videos replaced the
westem blockbuster in Nigeria and other parts of Africa? "Welcome to Nollywood" explains that
Nigerians want and need to relate to the movies they watch. Despite the sub-par quality and
kitschy plots, Nigerians see themselves in these Nollywood films. Viewers relate to the tropes and
sympathize or celebrate with the protagonists. Why spend money on Hollywood's polished vision
of the western world when they can enjoy an entertaining albeit Snfty perspective on African life?
It's an equation that equals hundreds of movies per month being released in and around Nigeria.
In the beginning I had my doubts about the film's protagonist, filmmaker Izu Ojukrvu. He comes
off as unlikeable as he berates camera operators and actors. But watching Ojulcnru and one of his
actresses moved to tears by the power of a moving scene in his film makes you realize just how
important these movies are to everyone involved. "Welcome to Nollywood" is a journey as much
as it is an informative documentary, and you learn about the filmmakers and actors as well as the
business of Nollywood.
Early on in my freshman-level Understanding Media course I explain to students that cinema is a
reflection of culture, and this is perhaps never more apparent than the current Nollywood
movement. With the means to do so, Nigerian filmmakers are expressing their own cultural views
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and customs through the film medium. Though the U.S. continues to dominate the global film
market, one African counffy has taken matters into its own hands in an effor't to tell their s+ory and
share their culturat values. To view the

film trailer, visit www.welcometonollywood.com.

Travis Yates
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DVD REVIEW: 'Bully'shines a grownup
tight on adolescent problem
What is the answer? That is a questicn asked by so
many pe*ple watrti*g t* make a change" $/srld
peaf,s, trungero finan*ial woes., "1trre l*ok for
answf,rs to evfiry crisis ws face in tift. This is
where the power cf cinema comes in, At the v*ry
lsast" e good dccumentary can spark a debate
about an important t*pic" At the best, it can enact
ctrangs for the bettsr.
October is National Bully Prevention Month, and in honor of the month I chose the 2011
documentary "Bully" for this week's review. It's no secret that bullying is a big problem amongst
our adolescent population in the U.S. The statistics are staggering. The big question is "Why?",
followed of course by, "What is the answer?" "Bully" doesn't necessarily offer any definitive
answers to the problem but rather a sobering look into the world of bullies and their victims.

Childhood should be a time ofjoy with young minds learning about the wonders of life. Sadly,
millions of young children share a very different adolescent experience. "Bully" unobtrusively
looks into the lives of students from across the U.S. that face bullying on an everyday basis,
mostly within the confines of their schools. The stories archeartbreaking.
In addition to victims the documentary introduces us to parents of children who committed suicide
after incessant bullying. The combination of footage that captures kids being bullied every day
and powerfirl statements such as "my son will be 11 years old for the rest of his life" from the
father of a young boy who killed himself gives "Bully" a powerful voice that most bullying
victims lack.

If there is a narrative theme to the film, it is blaming the schools for not protecting the victims. To
be fair, the administrators don't do themselves any favors by the way they deal with the issue.
Some of the interactions between administrators and bully victims are maddening. One assistant
principle actually blames the victim for his troubles when he refuses to shake the hand of a bully,
telling the victim he's no better than the bully. The bullying was so severe in this instance the
police were involved. Another school administrator told the parents of a victim who had been
strangled and poked with pencils (among other things) on the bus that when she rode that
particular bus to observe, the kids were "good as gold." How does she think the students will
behave when a principal is on their bus?

In the defense of the schools, they are in the business of education. Teachers are not
psychologists, sociologists or prison wardens. Bullying is an issue that goes far beyond the scope
of our school system. It just so happens that this is where bully victims are most exposed,
surrounded by a host of potential bullies throughout the day. Sure, kids are cruel and often say
mean things, but it seems like bullying today has taken on a new level of malice. And victims are
not always equipped with proper coping skills. Unfortunately, as we learn in the film, parents and
school administrators are also often not equipped with the tools to help our youth deal with the
long-lasting and sometimes fatal effects of bullying.
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The parents are not blameless either. They seem mostly oblivious to the true emotional anguish
that bully victims suffer. One parent actually blames her son by stating if he had just spoken up
none of it would have happened. Another parent tells the same boy that if he doesn't stop getting
picked on his younger siblings will sufler the consequences. These poor kids seem to get bullied
by peers, parents and school administrators alike.
So what is the answer? "Bully" ends on a positive note, showing parents and victims getting
involved in anti-bullying campaigns across the nation. As for you and me, we can educate
ourselves and our children about the issue and maybe even get involved. Knowledge,
understanding and activism seem to be the key for bully prevention. I recommend starting with
this film. For more information and resources, visit the film's website at
www.thebullyproj ect. com .

Travis Yates
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CLASSIC MOVIE: 'The Andromeda Straino
is a clinic in filmmaking
Every noxn and again we're reminded ttrat rvhen
itrlness strikes, th*re's not a whole lct wo can do
about it. unfsrtunately I was rerninded af this
during ffiy fav*rits time of the y*ar, my faneity
reuni*n. A b,rg ra$ through our farnily, wiping me
out for m*st of the wsekend. Lots cf extra
miserable time *n the ccuch got lne thinking abcelt %,
the best movies about illness. Given the recent popularity of apocalypse-inducing plague films
decided to revisit a classic film from 197l, "The Andromeda Strain."

I

When a government satellite crashes in a small New Mexico town, all but two of the town's
residents die. Fearing an alien germ strain, the govemment assembles an elite team of scientists to
discover the nature of the germ and contain it. Just as the scientists discover the secrets behind the
germ - now dubbed the "Andromeda strain" - it mutates and escapes into the research facility.
With a self-destruct mechanism activated, the scientists must race to share the cure with others
and deactivate the impending nuclear explosion that threatens their lives and the safety of the
entire planet.

"The Andromeda Strain" is an innovative and trend-setting film whose ideas are still seen in
present day Hollywood. The opening credits, eerie with eclectic graphics and off-key soundtrack,
purport the film as documenting a now declassified government event, making it one of the early
mockumentaries, long before the days of the "Paranormal Activity" series and "The Fourth Kind."
The plot spans four days, broken up by simple yet ominous title cards that remind the audience of
the precious time that exists in a plague situation. The film also drives home verisimilitude by
using news-style lower third graphics to identifu locations and times. These are all tools used in
modem cinema to achieve an added sense of realism in a film.
The narrative is told in creative fashion, using non-linear story.telling and multi-scene shots used
extensively in television series such as "24" and "Burn Notice." The diverse skills of director
Robert Wise - whose directorial credits include "The Sound of Music" and "Star Trek: The
Motion Picture" - are on full display in "The Andromeda Strain." From the set design to narrative
structure, the film is a clinic in telling a gripping story without relying on CG and other special
effects.
The film also shares many of the tropes presented in its sci-fi predecessor,"200l: A Space
Odyssey." The film moves at a slow but deliberate pace (a sign of the times for 70's cinema) and
deals with themes of extraterrestrial life, artificial intelligence and the mix of politics and science
(sounds familiar). There are a few tongue-in-cheek moments that help lighten the mood along the
way. In lieu of Hal, the voice of the computer in "2001: A Space Odyssey," we get a luscious
voice from the intercom courtesy of 63-year old recording specialist Gladys Stevens.
The film is based on the 1969 Michael Crichton novel of the same name and largely follows the
book. Given its dated nature, "The Andromeda Strain" might not be for everyone. For those who
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enjoy modern sci-fi films or any of the plague sub-genre films, the movie is a must-see. Revisiting
these classic films is a lot like sitting down to chat with a wise elder about how things were done
back in the day. For every episode of "24" or modern-day cinematic thriller such as "Contagion"
we have four-decade old films such as "The Andromeda Strain" to thank.
Travis Yates
2001: a space odyssev, 24, bum notice, contagion, michael crichton. mockumentar.y, star trek: the
motion picttne, the andromeda strain
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